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CONSTANT LIVE SOUND TRIGGER MANUAL

BATTERY INSTALLATION
1. Remove the 9V battery cover (Fig.1)by placing your thumb on the ribbed 

arrow, apply pressure and push the sliding cover off of the enclosure.
2. Inside the battery compartment is an image of a 9V battery with markings 

indicating the positive and negative terminal.  Orient your new battery as 
shown and slide it into the compartment.

3. Slide the compartment cover back into position until it latches in place.



FIG.1

TURNING YOUR TRIGGER ON AND OFF
1. Holding the trigger as shown in Fig. 2, place your thumb on the rubber 

marker gripping the trigger firmly and apply force until you hear a double 
“click”.  Your trigger is now armed.  Gently blow into the microphone 

located on the front panel, the blue LED will illuminate and you will hear the 
relay latch. As long as the microphone hears sound the LED will stay 

illuminated and relay outputs latched.
2. To turn the trigger off repeat step one above.
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ADJUSTING SENSITIVITY

1. Remove the protective black cap from the sensitivity adjustment opening 
using a small micro tip screwdriver.

2. Insert the screwdriver into the opening and into the slot of the sensitivity 
potentiometer.  The sensitivity is set to “Most Sensitive” when shipped.  The 
pot can only be turned CLOCKWISE one complete turn.  Gently applying 

pressure to the screwdriver slowly turn the pot clockwise a fraction of a turn, 
test your sensitivity by blowing on the microphone. It’s recommended to only 

turn fractions of a turn each time until the desired sensitivity is reached.  
Over turning the adjustment will damage the pot by stripping the plastic 

screw head so BE CAREFUL.  Place the protective cap back into the opening
when completed. We recommend leaving the sensitivity after the first 

adjustment, there is no need to ever adjust it again.

CAMERA OUTPUTS
1. Your new trigger has two independent camera / flash outputs (Fig.3), 1- 1.3mm 

barrel connector (Your camera remote cord enclosed with the trigger is terminated 
with this connector), and 1- 3.5mm Audio Mono Connector.  This connector is 
compatible with all Pocket Wizard Cords. Additional cords are available for 

purchase from T-Minus Productions for $35 plus $2.00 shipping.
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Your trigger is backed by a 1 year limited warranty and support.  Thank you again 
for your purchase.  Please look for us at any of the KSC or Military launches for 

tips and support.


